
 

HOTEL AURORA 

General service description 

A five-story building connected by two elevators: the smaller (72x102x120) connects the ground 
floor to the fourth and the bigger one (80x108x140) connects the ground floor to the third. They 
both have an embossing control panel also in Braille format, visual and audible signal on arrival. 

The gravel parking area reserved for guests is 10 metres away from the main entrance that has 
four steps and also two consecutive ramps with handrails and with a slope of 14% and 8%.  

On the ground floor, there are: the reception with a desk 106 cm high, bar, waiting room/lounge 
and TV room connected to the veranda by a step or by a movable wood ramp with the slope of 
11%. The Restaurant is furnished with rectangular four legs table with 65 cm of useful space 
below. On request, the kitchen can cook specific meals for coeliacs, children, older people, 
vegetarian, vegan or specific food intolerant.   

On this floor there’s a toilet for persons with disability and for women. It has a wall-mounted WC 
53 cm high, with accessibility on front and lateral right side; also with handles on both sides.  

Rooms and bathrooms 

Hotel with 88 rooms, 6 of them equipped for disabled persons: No. 103, 203, 303 and 402 are the 
same, on every floor one, starting from the first. The No. 125 and 225 are also equal. The first 
group are double rooms with mobile beds 53 cm high with accessibility from lateral side (78 cm), 
(on front 64 cm) while those of the second one have more accessibility on front side (97 cm). 
Baths of the first ones have available a wall-mounted WC 47 cm high with accessibility on lateral 
right side, bidet-shower, retractable handle at right. Inside also a bidet, shower stall, handles and 
movable seat. Baths of the second ones, have available a wall-mounted WC 45 cm high with 
accessibility on lateral right side and handles on both sides. Inside also a bidet, bathtub with 
handles and shower stall (entrance 68 cm) with handle.  

 Other services 

There’s an outdoor swimmig pool reachable by four steps or by the use of two ramps: one shorter 
with a slope of 20% and one of 2 metres with a slope of 23%.  You will reach the solarium zone 
from the terrace by means of a ramp with the slope of 14%. From here it’s possible to reach the 
beach overcoming two ramps with a slope of 12% and 14%.  

Hotel beach service has available some “JOB” chairs (special beach wheelchairs) for access to the 
sea. Please contact lifeguards for the use.   

The beauty SPA on the third floor has the following services: relax area with relax loungers and 
herbal teas corner, the sauna (entrance 60 cm and a step 10 cm high), the steam bath (entrance 
67 cm and a step 7 cm high). Inside also an equipped bath with floor-standing WC 44 cm high with 
accessibility on front and lateral right side, handles on both sides and a floor-standing shower.  

Pets are welcome!   

 



 

 

Summary tab of accessibility measures 

Lift 1 and lift 2 72xX02X120 and 80X108X140   

Distance from the parking lot at the entrance 10 mt   
Access ramps slope 14% and 8%   
Accessible rooms 6 (4 of them double rooms)   

Bed height 53 cm   
Bed accessibility YES   

WC height 47 cm   
WC accessibility YES   

Handle YES   
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